Abstract-Human partners working on a target acquisition task perform faster than do individuals on the same task, even though the partners consider each other to be an impediment. We recorded the force profile of each partner during the task, revealing an emergent specialization of roles that could only have been negotiated through a haptic channel. With this understanding of human haptic communication, we attempted a "Haptic Turing Test," replicating human behaviors in a robot partner. Human participants consciously and incorrectly believed their partner was human. However, force profiles did not show specialization of roles in the human partner, nor enhanced dyadic performance, suggesting that haptic interaction holds a greater subconscious subtlety. We further report observations of a nonzero dyadic steady-state force perhaps analogous to cocontraction within the limb of an individual, where it contributes to limb stiffness and disturbance rejection. We present results on disturbance rejection in a dyad, showing lack of an effective dyadic strategy for brief events.
INTRODUCTION
H UMANS have long worked together in pairs or groups and, presumably, can communicate task-relevant information via physical interaction. Klingspor et al. [1] suggest that human-robot physical communication in a shared task should be designed to follow implicit humanhuman communication standards. However, little is known about what the implicit physical communication standards in humans might be. As human-machine interfaces become more common, systems that are more fluent in the language of physical communication with people should be more intuitive to use, and require less training or adaptation on the part of their users. Sebanz et al. [2] , in a review of coordinated interaction, say that it may not be possible to fully understand how humans operate by solely studying people working in isolation. Understanding the haptic interactions between two people should elucidate how an individual works alone as well as lead to an increased understanding of how a human can intuitively and cooperatively work with a robot on physical tasks. This report presents three motion and disturbance rejection experiments investigating the interactions of two people physically cooperating. How do the resources of two people combine to complete a task?
BACKGROUND
Much of human-human interaction is mediated by vision. When performing a task within sight of another person, for instance swinging a leg while seated, two people will tend to synchronize their actions [3] . While watching another person, mirror neurons in the brain develop a representation of how to perform that same action [4] , [5] . Although human-human communication is a large research endeavor, most studies focus on visual and auditory channels of communication. Very few have studied communication through the physical exchange of force and motion.
Physical interaction between humans relies upon the cooperative force and past experience of participants, thus understanding the motion of individuals acting alone is a necessary, but not sufficient, aspect of understanding group actions. From birth, humans begin building up a base of experience for interacting with objects in the world through repeated interactions [6] . Internal models are constantly updated, so, for instance, humans are able to anticipate the weight of an object based upon its size [7] and can produce a precomputed force that will lift the object along a desired path [8] . The learned trajectories of human hands tend to be roughly straight [9] and smooth [10] with low jerk. Smooth motion, quick adaptation, and past knowledge allow humans to manipulate known and unknown objects proficiently.
Humans are also able to adapt to perturbations from the environment, for instance from an external force or another person. One method of resisting external perturbations is to cocontract opposing muscles on the same joint, thus increasing limb stiffness. Cocontraction is a common strategy when interacting with unstable force fields [11] , [12] .
Models have been developed that are able to predict motion and performance quite well, for instance animating human athletes [13] , relating performance to the task [14] , and recognizing human intent [15] , [16] , but there are many areas that are not yet well understood. For our area of interest, it is unclear how the forces and motions of two people combine. Do the models of performance and motion that well describe individual motions extend to dyads? Do dyads respond to perturbation forces similarly to the way an individual does or do dyads develop a new strategy?
Gentry [17] studied how two people work together while dancing. The two partners communicate through their hands while the rhythm of the music aids in synchronizing their motions. Gentry found that couples could perform equally well while blindfolded, which indicates that a significant amount of communication is through their hands and not through visual channels. Wegner and Zeaman [18] found that groups could track a path better than individuals could, yet, after studying social facilitation, leadership, guidance, and skill learning/transfer, they could not reach a satisfying conclusion about why the performance improved. Neither of these studies examined the forces between the two participants, which we will show is a vital part of communication.
Airplane flight sticks that mechanically couple the pilot, copilot, and the plane's control surfaces provide haptic feedback to each pilot. In a survey of commercial pilots, Field and Harris [19] found that haptic interaction between the two pilots and also between the pilot and the plane was an important and useful channel of communication. The pilots noted the importance of using this haptic feedback to determine if the plane was working properly when flying on autopilot. Field and Harris also found that the desirable communication was lost when switching to Fly-By-Wire (FBW) designs. FBW systems eliminate the direct mechanical connection between the pilot and the plane's control surfaces and also between the two pilots. In a comparison between direct mechanical connections and nonhaptic FBW, Summers et al. [20] found a performance decrement when using nonhaptic FBW.
When two people cooperate on a physical task, there are multiple ways to combine the redundant controls that are available [21] , [22] . In some FBW airplane designs, the command given to the airplane control surfaces is an electronic average of the position from the two pilots' flight controls [20] . Glynn and Henning [23] conducted an experiment where the motion of a mass was controlled by averaging two participants' force inputs. They found that haptic feedback decreased errors and improved performance when visual and haptic feedbacks were synchronous. Averaging the input command is a simple strategy but not necessarily the best combination since each individual's motion will be diluted. Imagine the effect if one pilot attempts to avoid an obstacle by turning to the left while the other to the right: the average effect is straight into the obstacle. A better solution to the redundant control problem likely consists of exploiting the redundant abilities of the dyad. Knoblich and Jordon [24] suggest that groups should be able to perform better than individuals since each person in a group can focus on a subset of the actions.
Shergill et al. [25] performed an experiment examining the forces applied between two people without motion. Each participant was told to push against a transducer at a force level matching that of the force just previously applied to them. Each participant was unaware of the instructions given to the other participant. Taking turns, each participant applied a force, which was then applied to the other participant. Shergill et al. found that in every case, the forces escalated from trial to trial. In a second set of experiments, Shergill et al. applied a brief constant force to the tip of a participant's finger and asked them to generate the same force with another finger on the other hand. The participants consistently generated too much force. Shergill et al.
suggested that in both experiments, self-generated forces were perceived as weaker than externally generated forces, which can affect how one person perceives his/her partner and how two people cooperatively work on a task.
Telemanipulators allow a user to interact with a person or object over large distances. Interacting via teleoperation can lack fidelity if the device does not reproduce the other person's forces perfectly or introduces latencies [26] , [27] . Much of the teleoperation research focuses on issues of how to recreate forces and less on the actual interaction between the two remote agents, thus we will not go into detail here.
The experiments presented in this report focus on the direct interaction of a person physically cooperating with another person and/or robot. The first experiment discusses the way in which the participants adopted unexpected cooperative strategies when working together. The second and third experiments attempted to replicate these cooperative strategies and the roles that commonly develop. The second experiment involved replacing one person with a robot programmed to perform one of the two specialized roles in order to test our understanding of the human behavior. The third experiment introduced perturbations during the task to examine an antagonistic force exerted by each member of a dyad.
EXPERIMENT ONE: HUMAN-HUMAN
In our investigation of dyadic physical communication, we devised the simplest task we could conceive: mutually acquiring a one DOF visual target. Fig. 1 illustrates the experimental setup. The two handles are connected via a rigid crank that is free to turn about its center, thus assuring a high fidelity mechanical haptic channel between the participants. A direct drive motor is attached under the table and is unknown to the participants. The motor was not used in the experiments we first describe. The angular position of the crank is displayed to each participant as a bold black mark on the top disk, which moves with the crank. A projector above, aimed at the disk, displays a motivating performance measure, separate instructions to each participant, and a target in the same relative position for each participant. A curtain hangs between the participants to prevent visual communication and the participants are asked not to speak to each other.
Participants
Thirty students (10 male; two left-handed), age 18-24, from Northwestern University's Psychology participant pool participated with informed consent. One dyad was malemale, eight were female-male, and six were female-female.
Experimental Procedure
Two randomly selected participants stood on opposite sides of the crank. Participants were instructed to move the handle into the target as quickly as possible and to hold it there until a new target appeared (at a randomly selected time between 700 and 1,700 ms). The target changed color when the handle was inside the target. Each target subtended 6 degrees of the 50.5 cm diameter disk (2.6 cm at the perimeter of the disk) with a distance between consecutive targets of 70 AE 10 degrees (30.9 AE 4.4 cm). Five-sixths of the trials required a reversal of handle rotation from the previous trial; in onesixth of the trials ("catch trials"), handle motion continued in the same direction. We discarded catch trials and the trials immediately following a catch trial. We included the variation of the target position and direction as well as the delay before a new target appeared to prevent participants from adapting to a predictable pattern. The unpredictable pattern minimized learning effects, thus allowing us to examine differences in their interaction.
The projector also displayed task information to each participant. Each participant could see a performance measure when they were performing the task. The performance measure encouraged participants to actively engage the task by showing a filled region proportional to their performance time, updated after each trial. The participants were told that this would display their performance time. The measure was not visible to participants when their partner performed alone. Additionally, to reduce the effects of experimenter bias, the projector displayed messages informing participants which block of trials they were to participate on.
An experimental run started with one of the individuals, or the dyad together, performing a block of 120 trials (target acquisitions). Half of the participant pairs completed one block of trials individually first, and then one block as a dyad (A, B, AB). The other half performed as the dyad first (AB, A, B). The sequence was performed twice (e.g., A, B, AB, A, B, AB). Presentation order made no significant difference. Each block of 120 trials included 100 oppositedirection trials and 20 same-direction catch trials. The experimental apparatus was identical when the participants were working as individuals and dyads, except that the small rotational inertia of the crank ð0:113 kg Á m 2 Þ was physically doubled in the dyad condition. Doubling the inertia normalized the results across individuals and dyads. If each individual applied the same forces alone as in a dyad, the performance would be identical in both cases. The entire experiment took less than 30 minutes, for a total of 720 nondiscarded trials (480 for each participant). Individual force and common motion were recorded at 1 kHz.
Performance
We reported results on the speed of task execution in Psychological Science [28] and will summarize only briefly here. We found that dyads completed the task faster than either one of the members could complete it when working individually. On average, dyads were 54.5 ms faster (8.5 percent improvement) than their constituent members working alone ðtð15Þ ¼ 5:95; p < 0:01Þ. The average completion time for dyads was 641.2 ms. The improved performance developed quickly (within 20 trials) once the dyad began working together. Many participants reported a perception of interference from the other participant; few reported cooperation. The explanation cannot be sharing the load because we doubled the crank's rotational inertia in the dyad condition. Rather, we found that the symmetry of the task was spontaneously broken, with the participants taking on different roles.
Social Facilitation
It has been suggested that Social Facilitation could explain why two people are faster than one on the same task. Social Facilitation research has a long history [29] , [30] , [31] showing that merely having someone visually present and watching causes a person to perform well on tasks that they are proficient in. However, Social Facilitation cannot explain the results from our experiment because the experimenter was present in all cases. Also, each participant was constantly aware that their performance would be evident to the other participant, since the handle was visibly moving, regardless of whether the trials were individual or dyadic.
Specialized Forces
To analyze the forces present during a dyadic target acquisition task, it is convenient to transform the forces from members A ðF A Þ and B ðF B Þ into a "net force" and a "difference force." The net force ðF net ¼ F A þ F B Þ is the sum of the members' forces and is the task-relevant force that accelerates the crank. The difference force ðF diff ¼ F A À F B Þ is a measure of the disagreement of the members and has no physical effect on crank motion. The difference force is a measure of the exerted force that does not go into accelerating the crank. As will be discussed below, the difference force is a possible channel of communication between the participants.
We identified some qualitatively different modes of task sharing in our participant pool. An "active/inert" dyad is shown in Fig. 2a . Early in a trial, member A provides a force toward the target while member B's passive inertia creates a counterproductive force. Late in the trial, member A provides the deceleration force while member B is again passive. Fig. 2b shows a very different pattern, which we denote "specialized." Member C pushes toward the target early in the trial to accelerate the crank while member D either passively or actively resists the motion. Member D then pushes away from the target late in the trial to decelerate the crank while member C continues pushing toward the target. Member C primarily contributes during the acceleration phase and member D primarily contributes during the deceleration phase. This specialization is clearly revealed by inspecting the difference force, which remains always the same sign.
We defined some relevant quantities to help measure and test the suspected specialization. The acceleration phase is defined to begin when the net force is first larger than 0.5 N and ends when the net force changes sign. The deceleration phase begins at that moment and ends when the crank is in the target and the absolute value of the net force drops to and stays under 0.5 N. In Fig. 2b , the acceleration phase lasts from 190 to 430 ms. The deceleration phase lasts from 430 to 740 ms. All times are measured from when the target first appears.
To find the contribution of each participant, we integrated the force of each member over each phase and divided by the integrated net force for that phase as shown by
where phase is either acceleration or deceleration, member is either individual, C is the contribution of each member during each phase, F is the force of each member during each phase, and F net is the net force.
The result provides four fractional contributions: each member's contribution during the acceleration and deceleration phases. The two members' contributions for each phase necessarily sum to one. A negative contribution indicates that the member was accelerating during a deceleration phase, or decelerating during an acceleration phase, even if only due to passive inertia. A contribution greater than one indicates that a member had to compensate for the negative contribution of the other dyad member.
Specialization can occur in terms of phase (acceleration versus deceleration) or direction (left versus right). Left/ right (L/R) specialization would be seen as one member predominantly contributing to the left going forces while the other member would predominantly contribute to the right going forces. The difference between phase and direction specialization is not identifiable in a single trial; Fig. 2b could show either type. The trend is apparent when we examine multiple trials. Fig. 3 shows four clusters of points, each point representing one trial. Clusters S 1 and S 2 are for the two members of an acceleration/deceleration (A/D) specialized dyad and clusters N 1 and N 2 are for the two members of a nonspecialized dyad. The nonspecialized dyad is an example of an active/inert dyad since one participant has a contribution near 1 for both phases of motion. For every point in one of the clusters, there is a point mirrored around (0.5, 0.5), which represents the other member of the dyad. As an example, a dot at (0, 1) represents a trial in which member S 1 contributed 100 percent of the acceleration and 0 percent of the deceleration. In this case, the other member, S 2 , necessarily contributed 0 percent of the acceleration and 100 percent of the deceleration.
Dots near the x ¼ y line represent one member's equal contribution during the different phases. The perpendicular distance of a dot from the x ¼ y line is a measure of the degree of specialization. The ellipses show the standard deviation of each cluster of trials along the x ¼ y and x ¼ 1 À y lines. Using these measures, a nonspecialized dyad is distinctly different than the specialized dyad.
To assess the significance of the specialization type, we compared A/D and L/R specialization. L/R specialization Dyad members' force profiles. Solely through haptic interaction, most dyads developed a new strategy to complete this task by specializing their force production. These graphs show the forces in a single trial for (a) an "active/inert" dyad and (b) a "specialized" dyad. The upper graphs show the forces produced by each member of the dyad when working together. Forces are recorded as positive when applied toward the target. The lower graphs show the sum and difference of their forces: the net force (the sum) contributes to crank motion while the difference force is expended in opposition to one another. In the specialized dyad, the difference force is always the same sign: member C accelerates the crank forward while D is pulled along, and then C continues to push forward (fails to reverse) while D brakes. The vertical line in each plot represents the completion time.
was generally not adopted by our dyads even when a righthanded participant worked with a left-handed participant. Fig. 4 compares A/D specialization to L/R specialization. Of the 15 dyads, 11 show significantly more A/D specialization than L/R specialization ðp < 0:05Þ.
Discussion of Specialization
When a single person becomes part of a dyad, there is no longer a one-to-one correspondence between dynamics and kinematics due to the redundancy of the coupled limbs. For example, in a dyadic task, one participant can choose not to perform at all, to help with only the deceleration phase, or to use only elbow flexor muscles. Many dyads specialize according to task phase, which is one way they can solve the redundancy problem. We speculate that by specializing, each member is able to focus on a subset of the actions while the other member completes the complimentary actions.
Humans are able to precompute trajectories [8] based upon previous interactions [7] . When a specific event occurs, they are able to quickly perform the prepared action [32] . In the case of two people working together, the deceleration specialist possibly waits for some cue, such as reaching a certain location or velocity, and subsequently begins to decelerate the crank while the accelerator focuses on other aspects of the task.
A single person executing a target acquisition task in our experiment would be expected to use the triphasic burst pattern of muscle activity in which an agonist muscle burst starts the movement and is followed by an antagonist muscle burst to brake the movement and another agonist burst to help hold the limb at the final position [33] , [34] , [35] . These bursts represent careful planning based on prior knowledge, rather than feedback received during the task [36] , [37] . Moreover, these patterns represent optimal movements that best accomplish the task within rather limiting physiological constraints such as the rates at which muscles can be turned on and off [37] , [38] and the limited torque generating capacity in different areas of the workspace [39] . Consequently, the limited muscle activation rate becomes less critical if one person is able to initiate the deceleration phase while the other is finishing the acceleration phase. Fig. 3 . Degree of specialization. A dyad's degree of specialization can be characterized by plotting each member's contribution to different phases of motion. This graph shows superimposed data sets for two different dyads, one of which exhibits significant specialization and one which did not. The contributions from each member of a dyad are necessarily opposite and appear as a dot mirrored about the center of the box (0.5, 0.5). The distance from the x ¼ y line is the degree of specialization. The center of the ellipse is the mean of the distribution, and the major and minor axes show one standard deviation. This specialized action may bring the dyad closer to the time-optimal bang-bang control strategy.
A similar specialization strategy has been observed in a single individual performing a bimanual task. Reinkensmeyer et al. [40] show that an individual holding both ends of a pencil with one finger from each hand will provide acceleration forces with one hand and deceleration forces with the other hand. This result might be taken as a bimanual (single person) model for our observed twoperson A/D specialization. For a single individual, the inward force allows the pencil to accelerate and decelerate while being rigidly held and not dropped. The tight neural coupling between two arms in an individual allows a person to coordinate the actions of each arm [41] . In our dyadic task there is, of course, no direct neural coupling between the individuals, so the developed strategy must have occurred by haptic communication, since the only communication between participants is physical. Experiment two (Section 4) will further examine the development of specialization with an individual interacting with a consistent specialized partner.
Dyadic Contraction
We observed another dyadic effect as well. At the end of each trial, the members bring the crank to rest as they wait for the next target to appear. If a participant is working alone, there is no way to apply any force to the handle without also causing the crank to accelerate. If there are two members, however, each member can apply a force even though the crank is not moving, as long as the forces are equal and opposite. This generates a difference force with no net force, hence no acceleration.
We found that dyad members generally exert a significant force in opposition to one another (averaging 3.9 N). Fig. 5 shows the distribution of the average difference force for each pair at the end of each trial. The average standard deviation of all dyads was 3.1 N. Of the 15 dyads, 13 show a dyadic contraction force statistically significantly larger than 2 N ðp < 0:05Þ.
Dyadic contraction could serve to increase stiffness for the dyad in the same way that muscle cocontraction increases arm stiffness for an individual by cocontracting both the agonist and antagonist muscles to account for perturbations [42] , [43] . Since the difference force at the end of the trials resembles cocontraction in individuals, we call the dyadic version "dyadic contraction." Dyadic contraction is a strategy similar to those used in parallel robotics and in human bimanual control [40] , [44] , [45] . It is possible that an individual could use an opposing force from each arm ("bimanual contraction") to replace some amount of cocontraction in each arm while achieving a similar stabilizing effect.
Dyadic contraction could also serve as a simple message between partners that they are in fact working together. By applying a small force, both participants feel an impedance that helps them determine what is happening on the other side of the curtain. Choi et al. [46] and Chib et al. [47] show that a person may attempt to maintain an optimum haptic force in order to explore a surface. Similarly, with two people working together, each member may be trying to maintain a certain force in order to learn about the partner across the curtain. The third experiment in this report (Section 5) will further examine dyadic contraction with a robotic partner.
EXPERIMENT TWO: HUMAN-ROBOT SPECIALIZATION
The roles found in human-human interaction (Section 3.5) suggest that humans have an ability to cooperate and work together by specializing their force inputs. The second experiment, described here, attempts to replicate the interaction of two people on the same simple task by replacing one person with a robotic partner. The robotic partner is designed to mimic one partner's role in the specialization we found in human-human physical interaction. We expected participants to work with the robotic partner in a similar way as they did with a human partner. It is possible that participants who know they are working with a robot will behave differently than if they believe they are working with a human. We therefore involved a confederate in half of the experiments. Each confederate stood in as if he was the participant's partner, but the confederate did not work with the participant, rather the robotic partner did. When queried later, most of the participants believed they were working with a human partner and were surprised when we explained that the confederate had never worked on the task with them. We expected that a robotic physical partner, thought to be a human partner, would elicit the same response from a participant as working with an actual human partner.
Robotic Partner
The motor under the table generated simulated torques while the participant was unaware of the origin of the forces. The robotic partner was composed of two parts: an active force production and a simulated inertia. The first part mimics the behavior of a specialized partner who has taken on the role of accelerating the crank. During the individual trials, we captured the acceleration part of a participant's own force profile and later used it as the robot's force profile. This acceleration force trajectory was multiplied by 2.1, which is the average amount an individual increased his/ her force by when he/she becomes part of a dyad [28] . This Fig. 5 . Dyadic contraction. This histogram shows the average difference force once the dyad has reached the target and stayed there for 700 ms. In order for a dyad to complete the task, no force is required when the handle is in the target, yet many participants continued to maintain a significantly large opposition force, possibly for stability reasons similar to cocontraction in one person. Bin size is 0.55 N.
modified force trajectory becomes a typical force trajectory that could be found in a specialized member of a dyad.
We used a recorded version of the participant's forces to account for variations in forces and completion times among participants, so that any differences can be attributed to the participant working with a similar partner and not because the robotic partner is faster than the participant. The robotic partner playback is activated at the same time as the target is shown to the participant. Note that the recorded forces also contain the average reaction time from the individual, so the initial forces from the participant and the robot occur at a similar time.
The force trajectory for the robotic partner ðRP ðtÞÞ is summarized as
where f i ðtÞ is a vector containing the forces for individual trials, i ¼ 1 to 100 (for each trial), t is the time since the target was shown (t ¼ 1 to 1,300), and f i ðtÞ only allows positive values of the force as defined by f i ðtÞ ¼ f i ðtÞ; : f i ðtÞ > 0; 0; :
The second part of the robotic partner simulates the inertia of an arm holding the handle, similar to that of a human partner. Four different confederates assisted throughout the experiments and an average of their arm inertias was used. The inertia ðIÞ of each of their arms was calculated by grabbing the crank with the same grip participants used in the experiments. The motor applied a torque ðÞ and we measured the angular acceleration ðÞ over a frequency range from 1 to 35 Hz. The inertia was then found from I ¼ . The calculated average inertia used was 0:24 kg Á m 2 . The simulated acceleration force was increased to compensate for the inertia of the simulated arm. The control loop for the robotic partner as well as measurements of the forces, acceleration, and position ran at 1 kHz on a computer running QNX.
Participants
Twenty-two students (seven male; one left-handed), age 18-24, from Northwestern University's Psychology participant pool participated with informed consent. None of the participants were involved in prior experiments.
Experimental Procedure
The experimental apparatus and procedure were similar to the human-human experiments (Section 3). However, a robotic partner replaced one of the participants and a confederate pretended to be the human participant's partner.
In half the trials, we employed a confederate who stood across from the participant during the experiment but did not physically interact with the participant. In this HumanRobot-Confederate (HRC) group, an experimental run started with the individual (I) or the confederate (C) performing a block of trials individually. Then, the other person completed a block of trials individually. Next, the individual worked with the robotic partner ðI m Þ, which the participants believed to be the human partner, who was actually waiting patiently behind the curtain. This sequence was performed twice, so six participants performed ðI; C; I m ; I; C; I m Þ and five participants ðC; I; I m ; C; I; I m Þ. Presentation order made no significant difference.
A confederate was not present in the other half of the experiments. In this Human-Robot (HR) group, an experimental run started with the individual performing a block of trials alone followed by a block of trials in which the individual worked with the robotic partner. The participants knew there was not a human on the other side of the curtain. This sequence was performed twice, so 11 participants performed ðI; I m ; I; I m Þ.
Results
The 11 participants who worked with a robot in the absence of a confederate partner (HR) knew they were working with a nonhuman agent. Of the 11 participants, 10 who worked with a robot in the presence of a confederate (HRC) said they thought they were working with a person. Those 10 were actually quite surprised when we explained that they never worked with the other person. One of them had some doubts but was not sure either way, and this participant's results were not significantly different than the others. At a conscious level, the participants with a confederate present believed they were working with a human partner.
Within each participant, we computed the difference between the individual completion time and the completion time when working with a partner. Compared to an individual working alone: two humans (HH) were 54.5 ms faster (8.5 percent increase), a human working with a robotic partner with a confederate present (HRC) was 5.8 ms faster (0.9 percent increase), and a human working with a robotic partner without a confederate present (HR) was 24.8 ms slower (3.9 percent decrease). The HH group improved by 48.8 ms more than the HRC group ðtð11; 15Þ ¼ 3:02; p < 0:01Þ. The HRC group improved by 30.6 ms more than the HR group but not a statistically significant amount ðtð11; 15Þ ¼ 1:52; p ¼ 0:14Þ. Fig. 6 summarizes the completion time results. The individuals composing the HH group are from experiment one and had an average individual completion time of 695.7 ms. The HR and HRC groups had an average individual completion time of 742.7 ms. The change in performance, not the absolute performance time, is the pertinent factor.
When working with the robotic partner, the participants are given an easy and natural way to specialize. The participant is completely responsible for all the force during deceleration, whereas the participant is free to choose their force during the acceleration phase. The motor applies enough torque to accelerate both the crank and the participant's arm, yet none of the participants developed specialization with the robotic partner. The human-robot force profiles shown in Fig. 7 convey a very different strategy than two specialized people working together (Fig. 2b) . The human-robot force profiles show a strategy that is remarkably similar to an individual performing the task. There was not a statistically significant difference between individuals working alone and with the robotic partner during the acceleration portion of the task. Even though the participants believed they were working with a human partner, physically they were not acting as though they were.
Discussion
When the participants knew they were not working with a person, the robotic partner seemed to hinder their performance relative to working alone. When the participants believed they were working with a human partner, performance was similar to when the participants worked alone. Although the difference between the HR and HRC groups is not statistically significant, the participants appeared to treat a perceived human partner differently than a robot, which suggests that the perceived origin of forces can affect the way in which a person physically interacts. Quite evidently, we were not successfully able to fully mimic a human partner because the performance speedup that occurred was not captured when working with a robot, even when the participant believed he/she was working with a person.
Adaptability to Forces
When working alone, each participant knows what the result of their action will be, so each person can accurately predict the outcome of their actions. When working with a human partner, the outcome is less predictable since a partner's action is unknown. Sebanz et al. [48] show that a person will internally represent the actions of a person nearby when working on a complementary action. Presumably, haptic interactions also allow two people working together to depend on their partner to complete the complementary action of specialization. Thus, we expected that a person would also learn to depend on the robotic partner to complete the complementary action of specialization, but they did not.
Scheidt et al. [49] show that people can learn and adapt to unpredictable forces very quickly. The robotic partner does not learn and is consistent trial to trial, so the forces are more predictable than human forces. Thus, it is surprising to us that the participants did not learn to work with a predictable robotic partner in the same way as they did when working with an unpredictable human partner.
One possibility, however, is that it is the unpredictability of human action that leads partners to develop the observed specialization. Many participants opined after the humanhuman experiment that their partner was a hindrance, despite the fact that they actually performed faster with a partner. Perhaps specialization in this task serves to minimize the unpredictability of the partner's action by dividing the task into phases that are completed with more autonomy.
Haptic Turing Test
We may understand our robotic partner (in the presence of a nonworking human confederate "partner") as an attempt to pass a Haptic Turing Test. The Turing Test [50] was proposed for verbal communication between a human and a nonhuman agent. A nonhuman agent "passes" the test if it is able to simulate a human sufficiently well to deceive a human interlocutor.
In one sense, our robotic partner passed the Haptic Turing Test, since human participants believed that they were working with another person. On the other hand, our human participants did not act as they would with a human partner. Evidently, there is subtlety in human-human physical interaction that we were not only unable to capture in our robotic simulation, but that humans were unaware of at a conscious level. Fig. 6 . Change in completion times. We programmed a robotic partner to simulate an acceleration specialized partner and compared the improvement time. Participants in the HRC group (middle) knew they were working with a robotic agent while participants in the HR group (right) believed they were working with a human but actually were not. Each dyad time is compared to the participant's individual time (normalized to 0), so a negative value means the two people (or human-robot pair) worked faster together than the individual. Two humans working together (left) were significantly faster than an individual working alone. When working with the robotic partner, participants with a confederate present are faster than participants without a confederate present. Error bars represent 95 percent confidence intervals. Fig. 7 . Average force profile for individuals working with the robotic partner. The participants did not significantly change their force when the motor was working with them during the acceleration phase. The participants did significantly change their force during deceleration since the robotic partner was not aiding them during this phase. Semitransparent regions correspond to the standard deviation over all 22 participants.
Social Facilitation
The only difference between the HRC and HR groups is the participant's perception of where the force came from, either from the confederate or from the motor. Participants seemed to perform faster when they thought they were working with a human. Social Facilitation, as discussed in Section 3.4, cannot explain this performance increment since the theory relies only upon the visual presence of another person, which was not changing during these experiments.
Interacting physically, however, adds an additional mode of communication, which may cause the participants to discern the haptic presence of their partner. Similar to how Social Facilitation visually causes people to perform faster, haptic presence may also cause people to perform faster by allowing each person to perceive the actions of the other. The HRC group, believing in a human haptic presence, improved by 30.6 ms more than did the HR group, which had an evident lack of human haptic presence. However, if it exists, haptic presence cannot account for the entire performance benefit of dyads since two humans improved significantly more than either of the HR groups did.
EXPERIMENT THREE: HUMAN-ROBOT PERTURBATION REJECTION
Experiments one and two dealt with interaction throughout the entire trial, where each trial can last more than a second. These repeated interactions are long enough to allow two people to specialize their forces and to develop dyadic contraction. We suspected that two people might similarly be able to asymmetrically divide a task, such as rejecting perturbation forces, over a smaller time period. Other studies [11] , [51] , [52] have shown that individuals can adjust the impedance of their arm to fit the task at hand, but there have been no studies showing whether two people can cooperatively adjust their joint impedance to better complete a task. Whereas experiment two concentrated on the roles during the motion, experiment three was only concerned with the roles after the motion had ended and was designed to measure how well dyads can jointly reject disturbances. Does the observed dyadic contraction force discussed in Section 3.7 serve to stiffen the participant's arms analogously to cocontraction in an individual?
Participants
Twenty-two (10 male; eight left-handed) participants, age 18-24, from Northwestern University's Psychology participant pool participated with informed consent. None of the participants were involved in prior experiments. Three dyads were male-male, four were female-male, and four were female-female. One dyad was composed of two lefthanded individuals, six dyads were composed of one leftand one right-handed individual, and four dyads were composed of two right-handed individuals.
Experimental Protocol
We used the same experimental apparatus as the two previous experiments. The procedure was similar to the human-human experiments used in Section 3 except that the motor applied additional forces during the task. We used the motor to apply perturbations to the individuals and dyads at the end of some trials. The perturbations started after the participants were inside the target for 700 ms and lasted for 100 ms. We measured the resulting displacement at the moment the perturbation force ended. This displacement relates to the impedance of the system composed of the crank and either one or two individuals holding the handles. Similar to the dyad case in experiment one, we physically doubled the inertia, and in this experiment, we also doubled the perturbation force. The force pulse was 10 N for individuals and 20 N for dyads. Since we doubled the inertia and perturbation force, the displacements due to a perturbation would be exactly the same if each individual performed exactly the same alone as in a dyad. Doubling the perturbation force and inertia normalized the results across individuals and dyads.
During individual trials, we also used the motor to simulate dyadic contraction near the targets. We programmed the motor to push toward the center of the workspace with a constant force when the crank was near the targets. Since we were unconcerned with the intervening motion, the simulated dyadic contraction force would linearly transition from side to side as the participants moved the crank. The transition occurred far from the targets. Repeat same sequence once:
The perturbation force randomly varied between the dominant and nondominant sides of the workspace and occurred in both clockwise (CW) and counterclockwise (CCW) directions. Fig. 8 shows the possible arrangements and perturbation types of the participants during the experiment. Each block of 154 trials contained 24 perturbations so one in six trials, randomly spaced, included a perturbation. In the individual case, there were 12 combinations since there were four perturbation types and three simulated dyadic contraction forces. Each block of 154 was repeated, so each perturbation/force combination was tested four times per 30-minute experiment. In the samehanded dyad case, there were four perturbation types and no simulated contraction force so there were four possible combinations. Each perturbation type was tested 12 times per 30-minute experiment. The table at the bottom of Fig. 8 summarizes the total number of perturbations for each experiment.
As seen in Figs. 8b and 8c, there are two ways in which a dyad could be formed. Same-handed dyads consist of either two right-handed or two left-handed participants. Different-handed dyads consist of one left-handed and one right-handed participant. In all previous experiments, this difference has not been statistically significant, but due to the asymmetric perturbation rejection characteristics of the arm configuration, it is relevant in this analysis.
Results
We conducted a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) to determine if the displacement due to perturbation was significantly different within and across each of the three groups: individuals, same-handed dyads, and differenthanded dyads. When the ANOVA yielded significant results, we used Tukey's honest significant difference test for post hoc analyses. Fig. 9 summarizes the resulting displacements for individuals and dyads.
Individuals
Individuals performed this task with both a simulated dyadic contraction force and an occasional perturbation force applied after they reached the target. We specified the dyadic contraction force, whereas in dyad trials the members cooperatively negotiated a dyadic contraction force. Specifying the simulated dyadic contraction force for individuals allowed us to measure the effect an external force had on rejecting perturbations. At each force level, we found a statistically significant difference in the displacement ðF ð2; 21Þ ¼ 27:5; p < 0:05Þ. At 0 N, the displacement was 3.9 cm; at 5 N, it was 3.7 cm; and at 10 N, it was 3.4 cm.
Our results match well with the more elaborate force ellipses published in several studies. Perreault et al. [53] and Gomi and Osu [54] examined how the forces and geometry of the arm can change the viscoelastic properties of the arm muscles. Similar to our results, they found that an external force increased the impedance of the arm. The benefit of an external force implies that the dyadic contraction force we observed may benefit dyads in rejecting a disturbance, but as we will discuss in Section 5.3.2, this result does not extend to two humans.
The direction and location of the perturbation affected the displacement in individuals. There was a statistically significant difference between the nondominant side (3.0 cm) and both perturbation directions (CW: 4.0 cm; CCW: 4.2 cm) on the dominant side ðF ð3; 21Þ ¼ 207:1; p < 0:01Þ. On the nondominant side, the two perturbation directions were not statistically different. The difference between dominant and nondominant sides was largely due to the position of the arm. On the nondominant side, the arm was reaching across the body, so the effective inertia was greater.
On the dominant side the larger displacements occurred when the perturbation was in the same direction that the individual was pushing (i.e., away from the center). Near the targets, the simulated dyadic contraction force was constant. Cocontraction in an individual works by contracting opposing muscles that act like springs. Any deviation from the equilibrium point would cause a restoring force. The simulated dyadic contraction force did not increase like a muscle would, so there was no restoring spring force to resist the perturbation when the perturbation was in the same direction that an individual was pushing.
Dyads
Completing this task as a dyad surprisingly resulted in worse perturbation rejection characteristics of the connected humans. We expected they would be at least as good as individuals. If each member of a dyad performed exactly the same as they did as an individual, the displacement would have been exactly the same for individuals and dyads, but this did not occur. Fig. 9 shows that same-handed dyads had larger displacements than individuals in all four perturbation types. Each perturbation direction was statistically significantly different between same-handed dyads and The same-handed dyads show a similar pattern as individuals, but the dyads had a larger displacement in every case. Unlike specialization, the same-handed dyads were not able to improve their performance by joining forces. The different-handed dyads were able to use the best of each participant's ability for each perturbation type to create a consistently good joint effort. Error bars represent 95 percent confidence intervals.
individuals ðF ð7; 25Þ ¼ 107:5; p < 0:05Þ. Same-handed dyads exhibited the same characteristics as an individual: the dominant side was less resistant than the nondominant side, which was largely due to the inertia being greater on the nondominant side. The displacement on the dominant side (CW: 4.5 cm; CCW: 4.9 cm) was affected by the perturbation direction ðF ð3; 4Þ ¼ 172:1; p < 0:01Þ but not on the nondominant side (3.3 cm). Unlike during task movement, samehanded dyads were unable to benefit from working with a partner.
If the same-handed dyad's impedance was simply the sum of both participant's arm impedance, the displacement would have been the same as the individual's. Other mechanisms for rejecting disturbances such as stretch reflexes and cocontraction within each individual would have continued to operate within each member of the dyad. Like the individuals, dyads had a dyadic contraction force (3.8 N average with a standard deviation of 3.0), but dyads were unable to beneficially unite arm impedances when working in a parallel arrangement. Conversely, differenthanded dyads do tend toward an average of the individual member's impedance, but this is largely due to the configuration of their arms. The highest impedance position (mass dominated) of one member will be paired with the lowest impedance position from the other member. Excluding arm configuration, dyads were not able to divide the task or improve on a quick interaction as they did during the longer interactions.
During the task, each participant may have been unable to definitively identify the source of the perturbation. Each member may have incorrectly identified the source of the perturbation as the other member, which could have caused that participant to depend less on their partner. This is only speculation but does highlight one of the difficulties of cooperating with another agent in an imperfect environment.
DISCUSSION
When two people cooperate to complete a task, their forces combine to produce a new set of actions. The redundant set of actions allowed the dyads to specialize in time such that one member takes on acceleration and the other deceleration. On the target acquisition task in experiment one, we found that dyads were 8.5 percent faster than individuals despite their perception that a partner was a hindrance. This improved performance, negotiation, and specialization all developed solely through haptic communication.
Haptic communication is not beneficial for all dyadic tasks, however. When a brief force perturbs a dyad, the dyad had a 12.2 percent larger displacement than an individual, which demonstrates a lack of beneficial cooperation for perturbation rejection. Presumably, the interaction was too short to allow a haptic negotiation.
By replicating the haptic interactions found in two humans, we replaced one of the members with a robotic partner, which allowed us to perform a Haptic Turing Test. Our Haptic Turing Test revealed that our acceleration specialized robotic partner was able to convince participants that they were working with another human. On the other hand, we were unable to get participants working with a robot to perform as quickly as a human-human pair or to adopt the same specialized strategy, so perhaps we failed a stricter Turing Test. The difference between participants who believed the robot was a human and those who knew they were working with a robot suggests that the perception of what and where the forces come from can affect a person's interactions. Further study is required to determine how fast two people can communicate haptically and also how to induce a human-robot pair to work as well as a humanhuman pair.
When working cooperatively, each member of a dyad will feel that they are contributing less to the overall task than they actually are since self-generated forces are perceived as weaker than externally generated forces [25] . We speculate that an escalation in force could cause improved performance since each participant may attempt to achieve an equal perceived contribution. Both members of a dyad cannot each simultaneously perceive that they are contributing half of the required force. An attempt to apply equal perceived forces could be recognized by the other member as a desire to move faster, which would cause the performance to escalate. It is unclear, however, whether increased forces cause faster performance or the other way around.
The experiments presented in this paper all focused on a one DOF task. Further experiments on a cooperative task in SE(2), such as positioning a desk in a room, will further reveal specialization methods a dyad could exploit using the redundant controls that are available in planar motion. One possible method of specialization could be dividing control of each axis and cooperatively controlling the rotation. This would be akin to A/D specialization. Another method might take the form of coupling all three DOFs with continual haptic interaction through each motion, much like dyadic contraction. The relative location of each member will likely have a significant affect on the type of specialization and resulting actions.
Mirror neurons have been shown to encode actions in an individual visually observing another person performing a task, but the authors are not aware of any studies examining mirror neurons when haptically interacting. If mirror neurons encode the actions of another when physically interacting, the mirror neurons could provide an estimate of a partner's future actions. Such a neurological internal loop would allow dyads to closer achieve the neural coupling found in bimanual interaction and, thus, explain how they are able to achieve a similar type of specialization.
